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This guide reflects the current policies and practices as of April 1, 2020. All policies and 
procedures are subject to change. If you require additional information, please visit the 
NAHRO website at www.nahro.org/certification or contact NAHRO Certification staff. 

 
NAHRO Certification 
630 Eye Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20001 
Toll Free: 877.866.2476, Fax: 202.289.8181 
www.nahro.org/certification 
certification@nahro.org 
 
Blake Pavlik 
Director, NAHRO Certification 
Toll Free: 877.866.2476, ext. 6261 
Direct: 202.580.6261 
E-mail: bpavlik@nahro.org 
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Chapter I 
Welcome 

Welcome!  
 
The National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO) 
established the Certified Management Executive (CME) Certification in March 2011.   
The CME is part of NAHRO multiple certifications for the housing and community 
revitalization and development industry. There currently are 15 NAHRO Professional 
Certifications. The CME is the highest level of practitioner certification for those 
employed by the industry. 
 
Individuals who hold the CME have demonstrated that they have the knowledge, skills, 
and abilities relevant to senior level positions within the housing and community 
revitalization and development industry and are committed to adhering to the highest 
standard of professional conduct.   
 
This Guide is designed to provide candidates with information about CME 
requirements, to help candidates determine their course of study and preparation for 
the examination, to provide examination information procedures, and to provide 
practice sample questions. 
 
All certification candidates may access this complimentary copy of the CME 
Certification Guide on the NAHRO website at www.nahro.org. 
 
Thank you for choosing to advance your professional development and add value to 
your organization through the NAHRO Certification Program. 
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Chapter II 
Overview 

Background 
 

The National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials (NAHRO), 
established in 1933, is the professional membership organization representing 
housing and community development agencies, policymakers and practitioners 
throughout the United States. 

 
NAHRO members administer policies and programs primarily originating from 
Legislation of the United States Congress and administered by the U.S. 
Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD). The NAHRO Mission 
promotes both Professional Development and Advocacy for housing and 
redevelopment programs in local communities. NAHRO informs, educates and 
assists its members in understanding and implementing HUD directives and 
initiatives. In addition to compliance issues, NAHRO programs seek to facilitate 
the ethical, efficient, and effective administration and delivery of programs and 
resources at the local level. 

 
The overall NAHRO mission, and that of its members, is to create affordable 
housing and safe communities that enhance the quality of life for all citizens, 
primarily those with low and moderate incomes. 

 
NAHRO was created by an affiliation of local officials with a common concern for 
the nation's housing. Their actions resulted in the U.S. Housing Act of 1937, the 
first legislation that committed the federal government to assist communities with 
building low/moderate-income housing and to redevelop declining areas. 

 
Since that time, NAHRO has continually taken an active role in developing key 
housing and community development legislation including the Housing Act of 
1949, and the Quality Housing and Work Responsibility Act of 1998. 

 
NAHRO members are professional managers and administrators of Federal and 
state housing programs and other financial methods to improve the availability of 
affordable housing and healthy communities. As a result, they have specialized 
knowledge and skills in technical and qualitative aspects of general business and 
government programs. 
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Certification 
 

The purposes of certification are to recognize capabilities, provide uniform 
professional attainment qualifications, and offer continuing education seminars to 
improve the level of performance for practitioners. 

 
NAHRO has always promoted professional development and credentialing and 
continues to expand professional development programs for the industry. In 2003, 
NAHRO's Board of Governors passed a resolution to further initiate, develop, and 
implement the NAHRO Certification Programs.   

 
All of NAHRO’s certifications currently serve as a voluntary designation that 
represents professional recognition to employers, housing service providers, 
colleagues and staff, product and service vendors, and the general public. 

 
The use of NAHRO designation and initials on business cards, letterhead, 
stationery, office plaques, and lapel pins represents an individual’s professional 
achievement. 

 
Attainment of a certification acknowledges expertise, improves career 
opportunities, serves as support and documentation for employment promotion 
and compensation, increases proficiencies through preparation and study, affords 
continuing education and training, provides a certificate of accomplishment in the 
field (which is similar to a diploma), and enhances personal and professional self-
esteem.  
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CME Certification Program 
 

NAHRO's Certified Management Executive (CME) is a major extension of an 
important purpose of the association: to develop and maintain the highest 
standards of professional performance for those engaged in housing and 
community development programs. The CME establishes national criteria and sets 
standards for those who are in executive or senior management, or those who wish 
to aspire to those positions. 

 
The NAHRO CME Certification is designed to assess a candidate’s knowledge, 
skills, and abilities to serve in the capacity of executive or senior management of 
local housing and community development organizations. A candidate must 
receive a passing score on the CME certification examination and meet the other 
requirements in order to attain the CME. It is achieved through classroom 
seminars, internet-based courses, examination, as well as experience serving at 
senior management level capacities in the affordable housing and community 
development environment.  

 
The Board of Ethics and Credentialing Trustees (BECT) is NAHRO's certifying 
body and is responsible for the governance of all certifications, including the 
policies and practices related to certification. The Board is composed of industry 
practitioners and commissioners who are recognized by the public and their peers 
for proven service to the profession. 

 
The CME Examination Board is responsible for conducting job analysis, item 
development and review, and areas related to scores. The CME Examination 
Board is composed of professionals/practitioners who are recognized leaders in 
the industry. 
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CME Examination Board Members (as of April 1, 2020): 
 

• CHAIR: Renée Rooker, CME, SPHM, NAHRO Fellow, Executive Director 
of the Walla Walla Housing Authority (Washington), member of the NAHRO 
Budget and Administration Committee and past President of NAHRO. 
 

• Clif Martin, CME, CMPO, SPHM, PHM. CEO of the Housing Commission 
of Anne Arundel County (Maryland) and Chair of the NAHRO Budget and 
Administration Committee. 

 

• Lisa Garcia, CME, CSEC-HCV, CSO-HCV Vice-President of Assisted 
Housing at the Housing Authority of the City of Austin (Texas) and NAHRO 
Vice-President: Housing. 
 

NAHRO Certification staff supports the program. The Human Resources Research 
Organization (HumRRO) and Dr. William Taylor, psychometrician (Alexandria, Virginia), 
have been retained to assist with the continual review and maintenance of the CME 
Certification Examination. 

 
Description, Eligibility and Requirements 

 
The CME Certification Examination consists of 60 multiple-choice questions. Any 
person submitting a complete registration and fee is eligible to take the CME 
Examination. However, obtaining the CME Credential requires additional elements 
(see chart). Membership in NAHRO is not required. Examinations are scheduled 
on a regular basis. Please note that the CME is evolving, and requirements may 
change.  
 

NAHRO's CME was developed to: 
 ● Objectively measure the important knowledge, skills, and abilities required 
of a competent and effective manager and leader responsible at the executive 
and senior management level in a housing and/or redevelopment/community 
development organization. 
 ● Foster uniform standards for measuring such knowledge, skills, and abilities. 
The breadth and depth of coverage and the passing scores for the Examination 
are set at levels to ensure that candidates possess at least the minimum degree 
of knowledge, skills, and abilities necessary to protect the organization' assets, 
programs, public interest, and ethically administer resources as part of the 
public trust.  
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CME Requirements 
 

Experience in a senior management position in the Housing and Community 
Revitalization and Development Industry 

Less than Ten Years Ten to Fifteen Years More than Fifteen Years 

Hold a NAHRO Manager of 
Operations Certification 

AND 
Successful completion of 

the NAHRO Executive 
Management and 

Leadership training or 
equivalent. 

AND 
One elective training 

related to the certification 
(minimum 0.8 NAHRO 
CEUs or equivalent). 

 

Must have held a 
leadership office at the 

chapter, regional or 
national level of an 

industry organization 
OR 

Successful completion of 
the NAHRO Executive 

Management and 
Leadership training or 

equivalent. 
 

 

Successful completion of the NAHRO Ethics for Management training or equivalent 

Passing grade on the NAHRO CME Certification Exam 

Completion of Certification Application including pledging to adhere to the NAHRO 
Code of Professional Conduct 

 
Recertification or Maintenance Requirements 

 
All NAHRO Certifications require a recertification or maintenance component. 
Please check the NAHRO website for the most up-to-date information related 
to recertification. 
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Chapter III 
Registration for the CME Certification Examination 

 
Online Registration 

  
 Simply visit www.nahro.org/certification-exams, select the register online option, 

and complete the information required. Please note that only credit card payment 
will be accepted for online registration. 

 
Test Dates 

 
The CME Examination will be given at the test locations on the dates posted on 
the NAHRO web site, www.nahro.org/certification-exams or in our promotional 
materials.  The exam may also be available online, visit 
www.nahro.org/certification-exams for availability. 

 
Registration Fees 

 
All appropriate fees for the examination must accompany the registration. 

 
Retake Fees 

 
If you fail to achieve a passing score on the examination, you may retake the 
examination.  An additional fee is required. 
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Accommodations for Disabled/Handicapped Candidates 
 

If you have a disability that would prevent you from taking the CME Examination 
under standard conditions, you may request special accommodation. NAHRO will 
honor all reasonable accommodations at no extra charge to the registrant. Any 
request for translation services will be honored. However, the cost of these 
services will be the responsibility of the registrant. 

 
Submit your request in writing, specifying the conditions you need, after submitting 
your registration.  After your accomodation request, registration, and fees are 
received, NAHRO will contact you confirming the arrangements, including the date, 
time, and location for the special test administration, if required. 

 
Cancellation 
 

Written notice of cancellation is required and must be received prior to the 
examination. If your cancellation is received at least 20 business days prior to the 
start of the course, NAHRO will credit the full tuition amount toward another exam, 
which you must attend/take within one year of your cancellation to avoid forfeiting 
your tuition, or provide you with a full refund (at your option). In the event that you 
cancel without at least 20 business days’ notice and do not wish to have your tuition 
credited towards another seminar/exam (under the terms specified above), a $75 
cancellation fee will be retained from your tuition refund to cover administration 
costs.  
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Chapter IV 
Taking the Examination 

 
Admission to the Test Location 
 

To be admitted to the test location, a participant must have some form of photo 
identification bearing his/her signature and a recent photograph. Examples of 
acceptable forms of identification include a driver’s license, employee ID card, or 
passport. Social Security card, library card, credit card, etc. are not acceptable. 
The exam proctor will check identification for each participant. 

 
A participant will be admitted to the test location only if his/her name is on the 
examination attendance roster/sign-in sheet. Or, space and materials permitting, 
NAHRO may allow an individual to register on-site for the examination. 
Examination results will not be released until full payment of the fee is made to 
NAHRO. 

 
At the Test Location 
  
 The following procedures are observed at every test location: 

• The examination will be administered only on the day and at the time scheduled. 
Please be prompt. Participants will not be admitted to a testing room after the 
session has begun. 

 

• You have two (2) hours in which to complete the examination. The proctor will 
indicate time remaining at the 30-, 15-, and 10-minute milestones during the 
exam session. You will not be permitted to continue the examination beyond the 
established time limits. 

 

• Items such as books, dictionaries, notes or papers of any kind may not be 
referenced during the exam. A quiet calculator is permissible, if applicable. 
Electronics such as cell phones, iPads, laptop computers, or other types of 
electronic devices are not permitted to be used during the exam. All electronic 
devices must be turned off and not in plain sight. 

 

• Visitors are not permitted to enter the testing room. 
 

• Scratch work may be done in the exam booklet. Scratch paper is not permitted in 
the exam room. The exam booklet, scantron, notes, calculations, and any other 
distributed test materials may not be taken by the candidates from the test room. 
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• If you must leave the room during the examination, you must obtain permission 
from the test proctor. You will not be permitted to make up the time you lose. 

 

• The proctor has the authority and responsibility to dismiss any candidate from the 
exam for inappropriate behavior. Listen carefully to all instructions from the exam 
proctor. A proctor may dismiss you from the examination for reasons such as: 

 

• If your admission to the test location is unauthorized. 

• If you create a disturbance or give or receive help with the exam. 

• If you attempt to remove test materials or notes from the examination 
room. 

• If you impersonate another candidate. 
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Chapter V 
Examination Results 

 
To be certified by NAHRO as a Certified Management Executive (CME), you must 
pass the CME Certification Examination. In addition, you must accept and adhere to 
NAHRO's Code of Professional Conduct (included in this Guide). 
 
Required Passing Score 
 

In order to become a NAHRO Certified Management Executive, candidates must 
meet the minimum examination score requirement as established by NAHRO’s 
Certified Management Executive Examination Board and the NAHRO Board of 
Ethics and Credentialing Trustees. As of April 1, 2020, the minimum passing score 
is a 47. There are 60 total questions. All examination scores are kept confidential. 

 
Scoring and Results Letter 
 

Your results are confidential and are scored at NAHRO. Scores are determined by 
the number of questions answered correctly. Any unanswered question or multiple 
answers to a question will be marked incorrect. 

 
All examinees will receive a results letter stating the point score achieved on the 
exam. This letter will be mailed to the address provided by the examinee in his/her 
exam booklet approximately four to six weeks after the examination. Please note 
that full payment is required before the examination result is released. In order to 
protect the confidentiality of the exam, no information on exam results is ever given 
over the phone. 

 
Verification of Test Scores and Analysis 

 
Any individual who did not achieve the minimum passing score may request a 
rescoring and/or score analysis report. These requests must be made in writing to 
NAHRO within 30 days after the examination results were distributed.  
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Cancellation of Scores 
 

After taking the examination, if you decide for any reason that you do not want your 
examination scored you must: 

 
● Sign a request before leaving the testing room; or 

 
● After leaving the testing room, email/fax a signed letter to NAHRO. 

 
Your request must reach NAHRO within one day of the test date; requests 
received later than that cannot be honored.  No refund of any fees will be made, 
and a new application/registration form and fee must be submitted if you want to 
retake the examination. Any scores canceled will not be reported to you. Once 
scores have been canceled, no record of the scores will be kept, and you will not 
be able to receive them at a later date. 

 
Because NAHRO is concerned that valid scores are reported, doubts that are 
raised about the validity of candidates’ scores will be thoroughly investigated. For 
example, some scores may be rendered invalid because of circumstances beyond 
the candidates’ control, such as gross mistiming of exam period or a prolonged 
distraction such as a fire alarm. When such circumstances are discovered, the 
NAHRO Washington, D.C. office will be notified. NAHRO will arrange a free make-
up test for the candidates at their earliest convenience. 

 
NAHRO reserves the right to cancel the scores for any candidate discovered 
engaging in any kind of misconduct including, but not limited to, giving or receiving 
help; using books, notes, papers, or other aids; attempting to take the examination 
for someone else; or removing test materials or notes from the testing room. 
 

If You Retake the Examination 
 

If you decide to take the exam again, you should be aware that without any change 
in your level of knowledge, skill or abilities your test score may increase or 
decrease slightly. These slight changes may be caused by something as simple 
as the way you feel on the day of the test. It is a reality that some people do 
experience some degree of fear and discomfort with examinations and this can 
influence your successful completion of the examination. To increase the 
probability of improving your score, it is advisable to increase your knowledge, 
skills and abilities by considering seminars and training in the areas that need 
improvement and build your confidence. 
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Appeals 
 

Any person who is denied a credential shall have the right to appeal to the NAHRO 
Board of Ethics and Credentialing Trustees. 

 
If You Have a Concern 
 

If you have a concern or wish to make a comment about exam facilities and/or 
supervision, examination content, or any other matter related to the examination 
program, please write to NAHRO at the following address: 

 
Director, Certification 
National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials 
630 Eye St., NW  
Washington, DC  20001 

 
In all correspondence, please be sure to give your name and address. If your 
questions or comments concern a test you have already taken, you should also 
include the name of the test, the date you took it, and the location of your exam 
center. NAHRO will investigate each complaint and respond to your comments 
within a reasonable length of time. 
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Chapter VI 
NAHRO Code of Professional Conduct 

 
The mission of the National Association of Housing and Redevelopment Officials 

(NAHRO) is to inspire and engage professionals in housing, community development, 
finance, government, and social services in collaboration with residents to create 
attainable and sustainable housing and communities for vulnerable families and 
individuals. 

NAHRO is committed to helping create a nation in which all people have decent, 
safe and affordable housing and economic opportunity in viable, sustainable 
communities.  NAHRO strives to ensure that its mission is upheld by its members with 
the highest standard of excellence and professional conduct at all times.   

Therefore, each NAHRO individual member or associate, and those who have 
attained a NAHRO credential pledge to uphold and adhere to NAHRO’s Code of 
Professional Conduct as follows: 

• Advocate for appropriate laws, adequate funding levels and responsible public 

policies that address the needs of the people served, are financially and 

programmatically viable for our industry, are flexible, reduce regulatory burdens and 

promote local decision-making; 

• Foster and promote the highest standards of ethical behavior, service, and 

accountability within the industry to further the public trust;    

• Promote the public trust through advocacy for the responsible administration of 

housing and community development programs; 

• Perform governance and work responsibilities with the highest degree of integrity 

and professionalism, in order to merit the respect of the beneficiaries of the 

programs, elected officials, and the general public; 

• Serve the public with dedication, concern, courtesy, and responsiveness; 

• Exercise diligence, objectivity, and honesty in executing professional responsibilities; 

• Avoid any activities that conflict with official duties and not accept directly or 

indirectly any fee, rebate, commission, discount, gratuity, or other benefit, whether 

monetary or otherwise, for the professional discharge of duties except an authorized 

established salary, expenses, and benefits; 

• Avoid misuse or misrepresentation of any of NAHRO's credentials. 

• Create organizational and community environments that are free of harassment and 

discrimination.  

• Strive to keep all communication is free of bias and offensive slang; 

• Be responsible stewards of human, financial, and capital resources; 
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• Immediately report known violations of this Code of Professional Conduct. Reports 

will be investigated by the NAHRO Board of Ethics and Credentialing Trustees 

(BECT).  Reports may be made to the NAHRO CEO or Chair of the BECT. 

This Code of Professional Conduct has been adopted to promote and maintain the 
highest standards of excellence in personal and professional conduct. Adherence to this 
Code is required for continued NAHRO individual membership and associate status 
and/or retention of any credential achieved through NAHRO. Adopted by the NAHRO 
Board of Governors on October 10, 2019. 

. 
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Chapter VII 
General Exam Taking Information 

 
Taking tests of any kind is hard for some people and easy for others. The reason 
is not always how much one knows about the content of the examination. Some 
people have mastered test-taking skills, while others are unfamiliar with testing 
methods and are afraid of testing in general. Proper preparation for an examination 
is the best way to overcome such problems. 

 
You should begin using this Guide in advance of the CME Certification 
Examination. It is strongly recommended that you carefully study of the information 
in the Guide, review the sample questions, and review the Resources identified in 
the Guide before you take the examination. 

 
If you try to cram, you may do poorly because you will have tried to gather too 
much information in too short a time, and you probably will not have mastered the 
information or successful examination approach. Cramming can also lead to worry 
and nervousness, which can keep you from doing your best. 

 
It should be kept in mind that the purpose of this Guide is to acquaint you with the 
format of the CME Certification Examination and with the Body of Knowledge the 
NAHRO CME Examination Board determined as knowledge, skills and abilities in 
function areas you may be expected to have in both preparation for the 
examination and to effectively serve the roll and responsibility at the executive and 
senior management level within an industry organization.  Also, the Guide can help 
you to become aware of gaps in your knowledge and areas where you need to 
improve your knowledge, skills and abilities. However, the Guide is not a substitute 
for training and experience at an executive or senior management level position. 

 
Suggestions to help you prepare for the examination: 

 
Study Alone 

 
Studying alone will help you concentrate on the material in this Guide. If you 
have any questions, make a list and ask colleagues, peers or other 
knowledgeable and effective managers you know. Once you have reviewed 
the guide, you may wish to:  
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Discuss the Sample Questions and Review with Others Who Are Studying 
for Certification 

  
After studying the materials in this Guide and working on the sample 
questions, it might be helpful to get together with other people who are 
preparing for the CME Certification Examination. Discuss in a group the 
questions or exercises that you have found difficult to handle. Some people 
may not be troubled by the same things you are. They may be helpful to 
you, and you may be helpful to them. The group also might discuss the 
range of problems arising in an executive or senior management level job 
and results of different courses of action in dealing with each problem. This 
practice might help people in the group improve their problem-solving skills 
in the affordable housing and community development environment. These 
skills are important both on the examination and on the job. 
 

Understand How to Handle the Different Types and Format of Questions on 
The Test 

 
Some questions involve key words like: not, except, least, first; and some 
questions have two parts followed by a list of possible answers. The 
discussion of sample test questions later in this Guide should help you 
deal with the kinds of questions you will be asked. Practice handling these 
various questions so that they will not give you trouble during the test. 
 

Get More Information on Your Weak Subject Areas 
 

The examination is based on knowledge, skills and abilities in three 
categories and fifteen areas of the body of knowledge and abilities at 
executive and senior management level positions in the affordable housing 
and community development industry. The exam questions directly test the 
candidate’s knowledge, skills, and abilities in these areas. See Chapter VIII 
for this Summary of Important Certified Management Executive Knowledge, 
Skills and Abilities. 

 
If you think that you lack sufficient experience in any particular area, you 
might try to learn more about that area by talking to an experienced 
colleague/peer and discuss the situations within that area of responsibility. 
Another option is to attend training in that specific area.  
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Suggestions to help you do your best when taking the examination: 
 
 Arrive at the Exam Rested and Arrive Early 
 

Get a good night's rest. Most people do their best work when they are well 
rested. Arrive early at the exam location. By arriving early, you will avoid 
any nervousness that may be caused by a last-minute rush or unforeseen 
changes in the examination location. 
 

Listen to and Read Instructions Carefully 
 

Carefully listen to the proctor and read the exam instructions. This booklet 
contains instructions which you should review before beginning the 
examination. Your examination will not accurately show your knowledge, 
abilities and skills if you fail to follow instructions.  

 
Give One Answer to Each Question  
 

Select the one best answer from the available responses for each question. 
Following each multiple-choice question, there are four possible responses 
labeled A, B, C, and D. Select the response that best answers the question. 
Any unanswered question or multiple answers to a question will be marked 
incorrect. 
 

Use the provided answer form (in-person exam administrations only) 
Use the provided answer form. All responses must be marked on the 
answer form. Use your pencil to completely fill in the corresponding answer 
space on your answer form (see example below). If you change an answer, 
be sure that your original mark is erased completely. Example: 

 
1. In what city is the National NAHRO main office located? 

 a.  New York, New York 
 b.  Los Angeles, California 
 c.  Chicago, Illinois 
 d.  Washington, D.C. 
 
The answer is Washington D.C. 
  A    B    C    D
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Answer the Exam Questions that You Are Sure of First 
It is wise to answer questions you are sure of first then, if time permits, go 
back and attempt the more difficult questions and make the best possible 
attempt at the correct answers.  
 

Review the Questions in the Exam Booklet and Answer Form 
Be sure to go over your entire answer sheet when finished, if time permits. 
If you skip questions in the examination booklet that you will revisit, assure 
yourself that you are skipping the answer line on the scan sheet.  

 
Pace Yourself  

Work as steadily, quickly, and methodically as you can. Also, do not spend 
a lot of time on a few test questions and then be forced to rush through the 
rest. Do not spend too much time on any one question. Identify difficult 
questions and return to those later. If you have time remaining, review all of 
the answers prior to concluding the exam. 

 
Check the time occationally to decide whether you are giving yourself 
enough time to finish. On the other hand, if you have done most of the test 
in far less than the time allowed, you may not be reading the materials 
carefully enough or giving yourself enough time to consider your answer. 

 
Use All of the Time Available 
 If you finish before time is up for the examination, and you have sincerely 
 followed the above instructions and believe you have done your best, you 
 might review the scan sheet to make sure you answered all the questions 
 and your marks on the scan sheet are clear. However, research has 
 demonstrated that if you go back to sincerely followed the above in begin to 
 question how you answered questions, you are most probably changing 
 right answers to wrong answers by second guessing yourself. Be careful. 
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Chapter VIII 
Knowledge, Skills and Abilities: Question Areas by Category  

 
The CME Certification Examination is based on knowledge, skills and abilities in four 
categories of the body of knowledge and abilities at the executive and senior 
management position levels in the housing and community revitalization industry. A Job 
Analysis was sent to senior level executives. prior to the exam being created.  

 
Exam development, validation, and analysis is an evolutionary process. NAHRO and the 
CME Examination Board will continue to analyze each item of the examination to assure 
the highest level of fairness and quality.  

 

Job Analysis Summary 
 
 Category I – Ethics  

Category II -- Affordable Housing 
  Category III – Legal Knowledge 

 Category IV – Senior Level Managerial and Leadership Skills and Abilities 
 
The competencies, or the knowledge, skills and abilities, of the CME include human 
relations, communications, interpersonal skills, and supporting assigned staff with the 
resources to conduct their job roles and responsibilities productively. There is the process 
side, or how effectively the executive acts and operates. There is also the task side, or 
what specific tasks the executive needs to know and do. This is specific to each 
organization, especially as it relates to the size of the operation. You will find both of these 
elements present in the CME Certification Examination. 

 
While it is possible that candidates may not have experience in some of the knowledge, 
skills and ability categories previously described in the Job Analysis, candidates should 
recognize and be aware that this certification is designed without regard to the size of 
agency, geographic location, or specific program activity in which an individual may be 
presently engaged. A candidate may choose to further their career by working toward the 
CME credential while currently holding a middle management position. NAHRO supports 
professionals in the housing and community development industry to move into their level 
of desired career achievement. 

 
The multiple-choice examination consists of 60 multiple-choice questions that cover the 
main areas of the role and responsibilities at the executive and senior management level 
of our industry organizations. As identified in this chapter, NAHRO conducted a detailed 
national Job Analysis study to determine the common responsibilities of professionals at 
the executive level of management, regardless of the location or size of their housing 
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authorities or the nature of their client populations. The examination is based only on 
those areas of knowledge, skill and ability a large majority of professionals reported to be 
essential responsibilities that these professionals perform. 

 
Job Analysis Questionnaire 

 
The NAHRO Certified Management Executive Examination Board developed the 
following questionnaire. The results for this survey was used to help create the Certified 
Management Executive (CME) Examination.   

 
The Examination Board developed the following questions by identifying knowledge, 
skills, and abilities as stated in interviews that the Consultants conducted with executive 
and senior staff and by the Board, Consultants, and Staff reviewing job descriptions for 
various agency senior positions. Persons interviewed and job descriptions that were 
collected represent regional demographics (northeast, southwest, pacific northwest, 
pacific southwest, mid-Atlantic, mountain plains, north central, and southeast), as well as 
a range of agency sizes (from small to large).  

 
Note: The survey questions represent the general knowledge, skills, and abilities that are 
universal to all senior staff. NAHRO acknowledges that for some professionals, especially 
those of very small agencies, senior staff may provide leadership as well as conduct 
many, if not all, tasks and processes necessary to operate and manage an agency. 
Similarly, we acknowledge that some senior professionals operate one single program, 
for example only public housing or only Housing Choice Voucher. Therefore, this job 
analysis does not address operational management per se, but rather focuses on key 
elements and characteristics of senior level management and leadership. 

 
CATEGORY I – ETHICS  Range on exam: 10%-14% 

-Understands that self, as executive or senior staff, sets the tone for professional ethical 
conduct for the organization. Practices the highest standards of professional ethical 
behavior through both words and deeds.   

-Establishes and supports an ethical organizational culture and environment. 

-Understands the need to take action on ethical breaches and is willing to do so. 

-Assures that an Ethics policy is in place and is practiced. Adheres to, and assures that all 
staff adhere to, the ethics requirements of the Annual Contributions Contract and other 
legally binding agreements on the agency and it's stakeholders. 
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CATEGORY II – AFFORDABLE HOUSING  Range on exam: 16%-20%  

-Knows, understands and has a basic awareness of potential funding mechanisms to 
facilitate providing affordable/assisted housing to meet community needs. Expertise in 
leveraging federal, state or local funds to modernize existing units and develop new 
opportunities. 

-Ensures continued growth and maintenance of housing portfolio, including knowledge or 
experience of the RAD conversion process.  Knowledge of construction techniques and 
practices.  

-Provides Board with background information, policy recommendations consideration, as 
appropriate, to assist them in conducting their role and responsibility to the agency and 
community, and responds to specific inquiries in a respectful, professional manner.  

-Provides new Board/Directors with proper orientation, coaching, mentoring and guidance 
for their individual and group responsibilities. 

-Understands the capacity of the organization’s systems and processes to produce desired 
quantifiable outcomes with quality.  Identifies systemic and process shortfalls, and solicits 
input from staff to address and implement improvement actions. 

-Implements quality assurance and control policies and procedures to track and monitor 
performance, and to identify potential problems and deficiencies. 

-Identifies and acknowledges residents’ needs for supportive services, and is able to 
initiate, develop, and maintain community partnerships with stakeholders to provide these 
types of services, as available and appropriate. Design, implement and evaluate economic 
development programs for job creation, diversification and equity. 
-Knows and understands basic concepts of property management and asset management 
including the Federal requirements of Public Housing, Low Income Housing Tax Credits, 
Asset --Management and other similar programs. Knows and understands basic concepts 
of Tenant-based Rental Assistance, including the Federal requirements of the Housing 
Choice Voucher Program and other similar programs.  
 

CATEGORY III – LEGAL KNOWLEDGE  Range on exam: 18%-22%  
 -Reads and comprehends laws, regulations, and guidance provided by federal, state and 
local entities, and develops and recommends policies to the Board/Directors. Is familiar 
with laws governing the organization’s demeanor and administration, as required by civil 
rights laws and assures that staff is aware of and operates within the realm of such laws. 
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 -Is familiar with specifics (legal and regulatory) of regulations and laws; such as Fair 
Housing, Disability and Discrimination laws as they pertain to management and 
administration of the organization’s programs and activities and assures that the 
organization adheres to the law.  
-Is aware of and assures that the organization adheres to Equal Opportunity Laws, 
including basic employment law, guidelines and appropriate personnel policies, 
handbooks, hiring and selection, performance reviews, disciplinary actions, and 
compensation determination methods and benefits.  

Has general knowledge of budget development, monitoring, internal controls, and internal 
and external audits. 

Understands that the organization's policies, procedures, reports, budgets, audits and 
actions exemplify transparency and financial viability; and articulates such to staff and the 
Board/Directors.   

Manages the organization’s fiscal viability and longevity and is aware of federal limitations, 
as well as opportunities, within state enabling legislation. 

-Has general knowledge of the basics of Generally Accepted Accounting Principles 
(GAAP). 

 -Develops and adheres to the organization’s local, state and HUD procurement laws, 
policies, and requirements. Assures that there is a clear policy and procedural 
requirements for all procurements and contracting, and adheres to the same. 

 -Is knowledgeable of funding sources and the requirements for the proper use of such 
funds, and uses HUD’s Procurement Handbook as a guide. Has general knowledge and 
understanding of CFR 200, 24 CFR 85.36, HUD 2580, and OMB A-87 
 

CATEGORY IV – SENIOR LEVEL MANAGERIAL & LEADERSHIP SKILLS & 
ABILITIES  Range on exam: 48%-52% 

-Maintains a calm, professional attitude, and takes initiative to implement action in a time of 
crisis.Is aware of the potential for emergency and crisis situations, such as elevator failure, 
loss of power, heat, extreme weather, health pandemic, security, and crime that may 
occur.   
 -Assures that there is an effective planned process and approach for dealing with media 
and public relations in the face of crisis or emergency situations.  Develops planned 
processes to address organizational readiness for emergencies and crisis in an 
anticipatory manner. 

-Identifies priorities and acts on them in a timely manner.  Delegates tasks and processes 
appropriately, and holds self and staff accountable. 

-Obtains sufficient information in order to make decisions effectively on a variety of issues 
and circumstances. 
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-Understands the implications of both direct conflicts of interest, and the appearance of 
conflicts of interest, and continually reminds staff and relevant policy bodies of the need for 
their diligence in such matters.  
-Is aware of the need for staff professional development and is willing and able to 
implement appropriate training, coaching and mentoring. Has the knowledge, skill, and 
ability to direct and manage agency resources, including human capital, physical assets, 
financial & program assets. 
-Understands the value of strategic planning to accommodate succession planning and is 
willing to implement such planning, involving all stakeholders, including staff, 
Board/Directors, and others as appropriate. 

 -Encourages and uses strategic planning and thinking. Demonstrates an openness to 
other’s ideas while maintaining responsibility for setting direction and goals.  Monitors 
progress toward stated goals and initiatives. Analyzes data and interprets trends. 

-Presents a professional and realistic attitude to staff and stakeholders. Informs the 
Board/Directors, HUD, and other relevant stakeholders, of circumstances and critical 
decisions in a professional and realistic manner. 

-Recognizes that there may exist external forces, which could impede implementation 
and/or progress of the organization’s vision and/or mission, and is willing to work to 
address such influence(s). 
-Understands the complexities that may exist between the social versus business mission 
of the organization and is able to communicate such complexities to the Board/Directors, 
staff and stakeholders.  Assists all parties in understanding the organization's mission and 
vision and the need for balance. 

-Represents at public meetings or functions, hearings, conferences, serves on boards and 
handle public relations 

-Recognizes staff's accomplishments and the organization’s successes, both small and 
large, and uses appropriate vehicles to acknowledge accomplishment at the local, regional, 
and national levels. 
-Demonstrates openness to ideas while maintaining responsibility for setting direction & 
goals. 

-Provides long-term leadership to address affordable housing and develop innovative 
public/private partnerships and funding strategies. 

-Solicits input from staff, Board/Directors, and stakeholders regarding situations and/or 
implications that may require change or improvement. Objectively identifies facts through 
research and interaction with staff and stakeholders. Uses information gathered from all 
sources to develop clear communication that explains policy and/or actions.  

-Creates and maintains a positive, supportive work environment that contributes to 
performance and productivity for all staff, as they conduct their duties. 
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 -Assures that there is an organizational structure in place so job functions, responsibilities, 
and the chain of command is clear.   

-Understands the complexity and need to match staff skills and abilities to various 
operational functions and is willing to make changes if necessary and appropriate to 
maintain the organization’s viability, performance, growth, vision and mission. 

-Build and enhance relationships with community partners, financial institutions, public 
leaders, and entrepreneurs and collaborate with them to ensure continued economic 
development 

-Assures policies and procedures are in compliance and meet current needs.  Recognizes 
the need for clear policies and procedures that facilitate guiding staff in their work duties. 

-Objectively manages difficult, complex, and challenging issues and resolves them 
effectively. 

-Engages staff for input to identify problems and possible causal factors, and solutions to 
problems and challenges. 
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Chapter IX Sample Questions 
 

This section contains sample question types designed and developed for the CME 
Certification Examination that reflect both content and format that can be expected on the 
actual examination. The intention of the sample questions is not to provide examples of 
all the materials or topics that may be experienced in the CME Certification Examination. 

 
A discussion of the answer follows every sample question in this chapter. Make the 
sample questions a real test of your knowledge. Do not look at the discussion and answer 
to the sample questions until you have tried to answer the questions. By doing so you will 
find out whether you were on target and know the subject matter as well as you should 
and whether you are reading the questions and possible answers carefully enough. 

 
On questions that you answer incorrectly, reread the questions and answers and try to 
find out where you went wrong. Often, a miss is due to not reading the question carefully 
or missing a key word. If you have a wrong answer, the discussion will help you 
understand why it was wrong and why the correct answer was the only choice that should 
have been made. The discussions will help you watch for important situation elements 
and facts that are stated in test questions and to use such facts in deciding your answer. 

 
Directions 
Each question below is multiple-choice and has four possible answers. Discussion will 
help you understand why it was wrong and why the correct answer was the only choice 
that should have been made.  

 
Sample Questions 1 and 2 
As the newly hired executive director of a medium-sized housing authority, one of your 
responsibilities is hiring your direct reports. These reports are responsible for filling, with 
your concurrence, positions in their respective departments.  

 
You receive a phone call from the mayor, telling you that his eldest son has completed 
his hitch in the Navy and is returning home. His son holds an undergraduate degree in 
Finance. The mayor tells you he heard from one of your agency’s board members that 
you will have an opening in the finance department soon. This is a management position. 
The mayor’s wife’s cousin works for one of the social service agencies, and is often at 
your offices. She noticed that the position has been posted on the bulletin board. The 
mayor invites you to have lunch with him and his son next week.  

 
You ask the mayor which policy board member advised them of the position opening. You 
are aware that the board member identified is a close friend of the mayor. 
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You have a three-year contract with the agency. It is specific in terms of performance 
requirements. In addition, you had an orientation with the agency’s attorney, and were 
provided with materials and information concerning possible areas of litigation that you 
needed to be aware of in your actions and decision-making.  You have spent considerable 
time reviewing the agency’s performance requirements.  

 
#1 As the executive director, what would be an appropriate initial response to the 

mayor? 
a. Tell the mayor you appreciate the lunch invitation and that you would like to get 

back to him the following day, as you need to check some things out first 
concerning hiring issues. 

b. Tell the mayor you are in the middle of filing important reports with deadlines 
due to HUD, and you will have time for a lunch meeting in two weeks. 

c. Remind him that you are new to the agency, and you will need to consult with 
your finance director, as they have the responsibility for filling the position. 

d. Set up a lunch with the mayor and son to discuss the position.,  
 
 

DISCUSSION: 
Question #1 is specific to the candidate’s understanding of general professional ethics 

as stewards of the public trust, and of use of position in responsible administration of an 
organization that benefits from public funding. An executive or senior manager position 
sets the tone for an ethical culture in the organization and practices standard professional 
ethical behavior through both their words and actions. A major tenet of NAHRO’s Code 
of Conduct is the understanding of conflicts of interest, or even the appearance of conflict 
of interest. This is especially critical in terms of actions related to standing laws, 
regulations, and policy. Correct answer: A 

 
#2. Given the situation in the previous question, as the new executive director, identify 

another priority you must consider. 
 

a. Address the situation with your board member. Inform them of the agency's 
policy of 30-day posting to internal staff. 

b. Document the incident by disclosing your relationship to the mayor and any 
action you plan to take, with a copy to the policy board chair. 

c. Ask the human resources manager if any internal staff have made application 
for the open position in the finance department. 

d. Review the personnel policy to determine whether there is any provision for 
exceptions to the thirty-day internal posting policy, to accommodate the mayor's 
request. 
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DISCUSSION: 
The follow-up question to the referred to scenario is a reflection of the structure of 

some of the questions in the CME Certification Examination. This question remains 
focused on ethical standards and practices. It does so with an emphasis on transparency, 
and by declaring the “relationship” of the executive director to the mayor and the mayor's 
son. Depending on the agency’s standing ethics policy, it is possible that the son could 
eventually apply for the position. Nevertheless, the best answer avoids the potential for 
the appearance of a conflict of interest. Correct answer: B 

 
Sample Question 3 and 4 
 

You are the executive director of an agency that manages public housing developments 
operated under HUD's subsidy formula. It also administers a Housing Choice Voucher 
program, with a budget of over $1 million. You are a high performing agency, and 
operations are going well. 

 
You don’t do it often, but occasionally you are invited to an event sponsored by the 

agency or residents of one of the developments. You enjoy the opportunity to see, firsthand, 
how things are going, and to talk informally with staff and residents. You were invited to 
attend a “Back to School” party at the Evergreen Place property. A long-time resident 
cornered you and gave you an earful. They told you that they are disappointed with the 
development’s new property manager. It seems that their standards are falling short. The 
resident tells you that in the last six months, apartments on each side of her were rented to 
new tenants who have created all kinds of problems. One family has left, but the other is still 
there. They tell you that they are having a terrible time with roaches coming in from those 
units. They confide that one of the maintenance staff told them that both households were 
terrible with housekeeping, and constantly caused damage to their apartments. You know 
this resident is not the type to complain. 

 
You mingle with the maintenance staff and ask how things are going. To your surprise, 

they provide specific issues that concern them. They tell you that they are responsible for 
both vacant apartment preparation and regular work orders. The households that moved 
into apartments over the past six months are problems. The apartments met the agency’s 
standards, and the previous property manager’s expectations of preparation for a new 
resident at the time of move-in. Five of the last six new families have caused significant 
damage to their units, including cabinet doors being pulled off their hinges, toilets stopped 
up by foreign objects being placed in their bowls and then flushed, windows broken from 
the inside out, and grease fire hazards on stoves. In addition, extermination requests from 
residents have increased. 
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The maintenance staff has witnessed this damage firsthand when called in to complete 
work orders. They believe that the problem is the push toward full occupancy and, 
perhaps, the new manager’s inability to enforce the lease effectively. They ask you to 
please do something, as the evolving situation is contributing to low morale. Other 
residents are also starting to complain. 

 
#3. The most effective initial action to take in the situation is: 

a. Schedule a meeting with the asset manager and property manager as soon as 
possible. Tell them you intend to raise the issue of resident complaints at 
Evergreen Place, and that they need to come to the meeting prepared with actions 
on addressing the complaints and meeting their responsibilities. 

b. Write a letter to the resident who approached you. Tell them you are looking into 
the matter and will get back to them as soon as possible. Acknowledge you will 
have to investigate the matter further. 

c. Schedule a meeting with the director of occupancy. Raise the issues of screening 
and of selection standards with them. Ask them to give you a report on 
improvements they intend to make. 

d. You are aware that the occupancy rate must be maintained or subsidies may be 
lost. You ask the director of occupancy, asset manager and the new property 
manager to meet with you to discuss the situation and information you heard while 
visiting the property. 

 
 
DISCUSSION 
This question is also focused on managerial skills and abilities. Its prime focus is 

effective communication, with an emphasis on “listening for understanding” with staff and 
others on a day-to-day basis. Other skills that come into play in this scenario are critical 
thinking and resource management. The staff is describing a situation that may have a 
significant impact on elements of responsible administration and management beyond 
the morale or motivation of the staff. The most effective answer from these perspectives 
reflects both responsive listening and the action of investigation into the situation. It sends 
the message that the agency’s personnel matter and are valued. Correct answer: D 
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#4. From the perspective of level of expenses, resident satisfaction, and efficiency and 
effectiveness of the property's staff, which of the following is a prime concern for the executive 
director in the previous scenario? 

 
a. Meeting HUD's compliance performance measures, to gain the maximum subsidy 

possible. 
b. Staff performance, productivity and morale, plus increased maintenance costs that 

will impact the property's financial viability and marketability. 
c. The general performance of the new property manager, especially the need to 

raise performance issues regarding their lease enforcement. 
d. The occupancy department meeting its goals for turnover time and for required 

occupancy rates. 
 

DISCUSSION: 
This question provides an example of the CME Certification Examination structure, in 

that it addresses elements of all three categories of managerial knowledge, skill and 
ability. It involves critical thinking and human resource management, legal (financial) and 
program knowledge, in terms of both the financial liability and marketability of agency 
properties. 

 
Critical thinking requires having facts plus examining the considerations or 

consequences of acting (or not acting) on information or a communication. In the scenario 
described, the best answer reflects not only awareness, but a concern for the financial 
viability of an agency’s revenue generating assets. In addition, staff time represents 
monetary costs of resource management as well. Staff productivity and performance can 
be impacted if the situation’s causal factors are not uncovered and addressed. Correct 
answer: B 

 
Sample Question 5 
 
#5. Title VIII of the 1968 Civil Rights Act - Fair Housing Act, as amended, restricts 

questions to be asked of applicants for federally-assisted housing, including the Public 
Housing and Housing Choice Voucher programs. Some questions are permitted, so long as 
they are asked of all applicants. Identify the type of information an agency is permitted to ask 
for. 

 
a. The nature or severity of an applicant’s disability. 
b.  The most recent medical records. 
c.  The applicant’s ability to live independently. 
d. The applicant’s ability to meet the requirements of the lease contract. 
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DISCUSSION 
This question is an example of examining for basic knowledge in critical or key areas, 

in this case, Category II – Legal, specifically issues concerning Fair Housing and Equal 
Opportunity. The law, regulations, and HUD administrative guidance all impose the 
restraint of asking about the severity or nature of a disability. On the other hand, 
knowledge of not only the boundaries is critical, but a knowledge of those areas of 
reasonable information seeking that are permitted to responsibly administer program 
requirements in accordance with the law and regulations is just as important. Correct 
answer: D 

 
Sample Question 6 
 
#6. Which of the following statements best describes the conventional Public Housing 

and the Housing Choice Voucher programs? 
 

a. Both are public housing programs. There is really no difference, as both provide 
for rental assistance to low-income households. 

b. Public housing most often lacks currently expected amenities. It is viewed as 
less desirable housing than Housing Choice Vouchers, often due to the age of 
the properties or to their location in the community. 

c. Both are assisted rental properties that local housing agencies manage with all 
the responsibilities of a landlord. 

d. Both are assisted rental properties. They are fully subsidized by the federal 
government under an Annual Contributions Contract that provides all required 
funding. 

 
DISCUSSION 
This question is an example of the type of general knowledge and awareness a 

candidate should possess to achieve the CME level of certification. It is intended to 
determine the candidate’s knowledge of basic information about the two most typically 
assisted housing programs that agencies administer and manage. It reflects a general 
understanding of the funding differences in these two programs. It also reflects a critical 
awareness of a “third party” stakeholder in one of the programs -- a private landlord. 
Correct answer: A 
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Sample Question 7 
 
#7. Your agency administers both conventional Public Housing and Housing Choice 

Voucher programs in an agency that is not unionized. Due to anticipated reduced 
subsidies and anticipated budget shortfalls, the agency is facing immediate deficits. The 
executive director has assigned you, as deputy director, the task of identifying, planning 
and implementing an action plan to correct the deficit situation. 

 
Which of the following is LEAST effective in carrying out this assigned critical task? 

a. Review staffing in each department. Identify the staff positions that will make up 
the anticipated deficit as the least tenured employees. Recommend that those 
staff positions be slated for a reduction in force (RIF). 

b. Focus on the Housing Choice Voucher program, as the Public Housing program 
requires that subsidies be directed to the property. Solicit input with the HCV 
manager and staff on systems improvements that could reduce time and costs. 
Review the distribution of administrative fees within the budget. 

c. Schedule a meeting of the department directors of public housing, finance and 
community services functions. Present the deficit situation. Solicit their input. 
Ask the directors to survey their staff for systems and procedural issues that 
might be reviewed for improved performance and report their recommendations 
back to you. 

d. Schedule a meeting with your director of finance and procurement. Initiate a 
discussion at that meeting to identify materials, equipment, vendor contracts, 
etc., currently in the budget, & solicit their recommendations for items to be cut. 

 
DISCUSSION 
This question involves all three categories of knowledge, skills, and abilities required 

of the CME certification candidate. There is the element of leadership in a willingness and 
ability to make often challenging and difficult decisions. It reflects the leadership 
awareness of being both realistic and aware of the impact of outside events that can 
impact the agency. It recognizes that with any change, particularly a negative change, 
staff performance and productivity can be impacted. Therefore, engaging staff and 
communicating with them, seeking their input can potentially reduce the backlash of 
negative reaction. The question provides a realistic example the easiest method of 
financial management may not always result in the ability of the agency to effectively carry 
out their mission. This type of challenging problem-solving may often require going 
beyond the obvious or easiest path. Systems and process improvements may also impact 
the reduction of costs. The question also provides candidates with an example of 
examination structure where identifying the least effective response or action that might 
be taken is the correct response. Correct answer: A 
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Sample Question 8 
 
  #8. You serve as deputy director of an agency. One of your best housing quality 
inspectors stops by your office. The HQS inspector lets you know she has a dilemma 
and does not know what to do. The inspector describes a situation where her 
supervisor has asked her to pass a property for a landlord who is a friend. The 
property has numerous items that do not meet the HQS. 

 
The supervisor has advised her that the landlord has committed to make the 

repairs once the contract is signed. 
 
 

Given this situation, what is the correct response to offer to the HQS inspector? 
 

a. Instruct the inspector to have a conversation with her supervisor to explain 
why she is uncomfortable signing off on the inspection. 

b. Tell the inspector that you will investigate and resolve the situation. Advise 
her to handle the inspection according to the required standards, agency 
policy and procedures. 

c. Explain to the inspector that you will immediately meet with her supervisor, 
as the request is unethical, it violates agency policies, and may result in 
disciplinary action. 

d. Tell the inspector to contact the landlord in question, to confirm in writing, that 
        the deficiencies will be corrected. 

 
DISCUSSION 

This question is an ethical issue that requires consideration of the correct action 
to take to avoid a conflict of interest and a violation of program 
requirements.  This question also involves ethical issues as it relates to 
maintaining confidentiality between employees.  
  
Considering the delicate nature of the situation and ethical concerns, “B” is the 
correct answer.  In this response, the deputy director advises the inspector to 
handle the inspection in accordance with agency policy and assures the 
inspector that the situation will be investigated.  
  
“A” deflects the seriousness of the situation and places the employee in a very 
compromising position having to discuss why she is uncomfortable with 
conducting an inspection that the supervisor directed her to do.  
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“C” addresses the unethical nature of the request, however, the deputy director 
should not provide information to the employee of actions that will be taken 
against the supervisor, as this is confidential and should not be discussed with 
another employee.  
  
“D” is an inappropriate response as it essentially asks the inspector to violate 
an agency policy.  This is an ethical breach of both the deputy director and the 
supervisor and deviates from agency policy.  
  
  Correct answer: B 

 
Sample Question 9 

 
       #9. You are a tax credit property manager seeking to fill an occupancy clerk 
(entry-level) vacancy in your management office. You have requested applications of 
qualified candidates from the human resources department. Five applicants are 
referred, all of whom meet the minimum education and experience requirements.  
Your assistant manager has reviewed their qualifications and conducted initial 
interviews. Two candidates are referred to you for review. Although the human 
resources staff and your assistant manager did not know it, one of the two candidates 
is your niece. The position will be a direct report to the assistant manager. 
 

Which of the following describes the best course of action for you to follow? 
 
        a. Recommend hiring your niece, since she is the most qualified. 

b. Recommend hiring the other candidate, since you don't want it to appear that 
favoritism has played any part in your decision. 

c. Disclose the potential appearance of a conflict of interest to the human 
resources department. 

  d.  Recuse yourself from the decision-making process 
 
DISCUSSION 

This question is clearly an ethical dilemma that happens quite often in the 
business environment.  As discussed in Ethics Coursework, and especially in 
the public funding sectors, transparency and disclosure are paramount.  
  
Even though this new employee is not a direct report to you as the manager, 
you remain in the chain of command and supervise the new employee’s 
supervisor. Therefore, you should disclose the appearance of a conflict of 
interest. “C” is the best answer.   
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 “A” may eventually occur, if there are no other disqualifiers in the hiring 
policies, but that is not disclosed in this scenario. Refrain from making 
assumptions.  
  
“B” is clearly inappropriate and could be a violation of equal employment rights 
and opportunities. Executives should have strong knowledge of hiring laws and 
equal opportunity policies.  
  
“D” is advisable, but does not provide the appropriate disclosure and 
transparency that is the best course of action. Simply recusing yourself does 
not stop co-workers, staff or your supervisors from speculating or having 
knowledge of the correct situation.  
  
Finally, know what the question is asking of you and do not make assumptions 
and/or jump to conclusions based upon the manner and method you may be 
using at your current workplace.   

 
Correct answer: C 
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Sample Question 10 
 

             #10. In the agency's strategic plan, the financial area specifies objectives and 
measures to reduce expenses. The focus of expense reduction objectives is the rising 
cost of materials, vehicle repairs, utilities and telephone expenses. However, the 
"grapevine" is ripe with discussion of impending staff reductions. 

 
Since there is no intention to reduce staff at this time, which of the following is 

the best way to handle these rumors? 
 

a Further analyze the budget and expenses to determine the best way to 
respond to staff 

b. Join the conversation. Be straightforward and honest through an informal 
session, or via another quick communication method. 

c. Send an email to staff asking them to share ideas on how their division could 
reduce expenses and inform them there is no intention to reduce staff at this 
time. 

d. Meet with managers and ask them to provide expense reduction 
recommendations for their division. 

 
DISCUSSION 
Correct answer: B 
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Chapter X 
Resources 

 
NOTE:  Listed NAHRO trainings are for reference only.  Other providers provide 

similar and other applicable trainings. 
 

Management Theory and Practice Trainings  
 

NAHRO Ethics for Management 
 
NAHRO Executive Management and Board Relations 
      
NAHRO Executive Management and Leadership  
 
NAHRO High Performance Management  
 

Fair Housing Resources 
 

NAHRO Fair Housing Training  
 

Executive Order 11063: www.hud.gov/offices/fheo/FHLaws/EXO11063.cfm 
  

Reasonable Accommodation for Persons with Disability Requests: 24 CFR 966.7 
 

Literature 
 

Getting to YES: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In  
-Roger Fisher and William Ury 
ISBN: 9780395317570 

       

 People Smart – Powerful Techniques for Turning Every Encounter in a Mutual Win 
-Tony Alessandra, PhD, Michael O’Connor, PhD and Janice VanDyke 
ISBN: 0962516112 
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For More Information: 
 

 

www.nahro.org/certification 
 

certification@nahro.org 
 

Phone: (877) 866-2476 
       
 


